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Techniques to mold the flow of light on subwavelength scales enable fundamentally new optical 

systems and device applications. The realization of programmable, active optical systems with fast, 

tunable components is among the outstanding challenges in the field. Here, we experimentally 

demonstrate a few-pixel beam steering device based on electrostatic gate control of excitons in an 

atomically thin semiconductor with strong light-matter interactions. By combining the high 

reflectivity of a MoSe2 monolayer with a graphene split-gate geometry, we shape the wavefront 

phase profile to achieve continuously tunable beam deflection with a range of 10 , two-dimensional 

beam steering, and switching times down to 1.6 nanoseconds. Our approach opens the door for a 

new class of atomically thin optical systems, such as rapidly switchable beam arrays and quantum 

metasurfaces operating at their fundamental thickness limit. 



 
 

Introduction 

Conventional optical devices, typically made from materials with relatively weak light-matter 

interactions and a smooth optical response on the wavelength scale, are bulky to accumulate the desired 

effect on the optical wavefront. Recent advances in flat optics demonstrate that steep gradients in the 

phase, amplitude or polarization can be used to control light fields on sub-wavelength scales1-3, enabling 

novel optical phenomena and applications, including ultrathin lenses4,5, metasurfaces6, non-reciprocity7, 

and negative refraction8.  

While most demonstrations of flat optical elements so far have involved passive devices, their 

active counterparts have recently attracted great interest9-12. Tuning mechanisms including optically13 and 

thermally14 induced phase transitions, as well as magnetically tuned transparency in magneto-plasmonic 

crystals15, have been demonstrated. Micro-electrical mechanical systems (MEMS) technology has also 

been employed to spatially modulate the optical response16, but the operation speed of such devices is 

typically limited to the kHz or few MHz range. A promising avenue to overcome this limitation involves 

full electrical control, via for instance ionic17 or electrostatic18-20 gating. In order to achieve fully 

programmable devices, a key challenge is to achieve fast, continuous tunability of multiple independent 

channels.  

To address this challenge, we realize a continuously tunable, atomically thin optical device based 

on phase profile modulation in field-effect transistors composed entirely of two-dimensional van der 

Waals materials. The optically active element of our system is exfoliated monolayer MoSe2 – an 

atomically thin semiconductor that hosts tightly bound excitons in the optical (visible) domain. Excitons 

in TMDs have been widely proposed as an appealing system for quantum optical devices21, due to their 

quantum coherence properties22 and potential for quantum nonlinear effects mediated by confinement-

enhanced exciton-exciton interactions23. In high-quality exfoliated flakes encapsulated in boron nitride 

(hBN), these excitons can exhibit very strong light-matter interaction, enabling almost perfect reflection 

from an atomically thin reflector24-26. By employing near-transparent graphene gates, the exciton 



 
 

resonance in TMDs can be electrostatically tuned27,28. Due to the two-dimensional nature of TMDs, the 

exciton resonance is tuned throughout the whole material, circumventing the effects of screening 

commonly encountered in bulk semiconductors29. These features allow for spatially dependent control of 

the phase and amplitude of the reflected light, which modifies the beam in the far-field due to 

interference, enabling wide-ranging possibilities for optical beam control (Fig. 1a). 

 

Results 

Phase modulation through electrostatic gating of excitons 

We demonstrate this approach by realizing fast, continuously tunable beam steering with a split-

gate geometry (Fig. 1b). Using the dry-transfer technique, we assemble our device (Fig. 1b, inset) from 

exfoliated flakes of monolayer MoSe2, graphene (top and bottom gates), and hBN (gate dielectric) into a 

split-gate field effect transistor (SG-FET) structure, in which the bottom gate (BG) only covers part of the 

device. The gate geometry enables independent electrostatic doping of the two parts of the device, and –  

because the exciton resonance shifts with doping – a very steep phase gradient near the gate edge. The 

non-zero width of this step is due to stray electric fields and is comparable to the thickness of the gate 

dielectric (~50 nm). By focusing light on the gate-edge, the two halves of the reflected wavefront gain a 

different phase  and thus constructively interfere in the far-field at an angle to the optical axis (Fig. 

1b).  

Figure 1c shows the absolute reflectance spectrum, collected away from the gate edge in the 

intrinsic regime (T ~ 6 K). The MoSe2 features a sharp excitonic resonance at 757 nm, with a 

linewidth of 1.2 nm. The asymmetric line-shape is attributed to the interference between the Lorentzian 

exciton reflection and light reflected from other interfaces in the device26 (Supplementary Notes I and II). 

By fitting the asymmetric resonance profile (black; Supplementary Note I), we extract the phase of the 

reflected light (red). The phase of the exciton reflection itself changes by 180  ( ) across the resonance, 



 
 

but the interference with the background reflections reduces the overall phase range (we note that this is 

not an inherent limitation; see Supplementary Note II and Supplementary Figures S1-S3). 

In order to tune the phase at a given wavelength, we shift the exciton resonance by 

electrostatically doping the MoSe2 with the top and bottom gates (VTG and VBG, respectively). Figures 1d 

and e show the gate-dependence of the resonance wavelengths,  and , on the left and right sides 

of the gate edge, respectively. The exciton resonance blue-shifts by several linewidths in the p- and n-

doped regimes, resulting from bandgap renormalization and repulsive polaron formation26,28,30. In the left 

(dual-gated) side of the device (Fig. 1d), the resonance depends on both VTG and VBG; more specifically 

the weighted sum, 8VTG+VBG, due to unequal top and bottom hBN thicknesses. In contrast, the exciton 

resonance on the right (single-gated) side of the device only depends on VTG, except for a slight VBG-

dependence of the onset of the p-doped regime due to contact activation (Fig. 1e). These distinct 

dependencies of  and  on the gate voltages allow for tuning their relative positioning (Fig. 1f) 

and are key to creating the abrupt phase discontinuity. 

Fitting the spectra at all gate voltage combinations in Figs. 1d and e, we find the gate dependence 

of the phase difference ( ) between the two sides of the device at 755.6 nm (Fig. 1g), indicating a 

continuously tunable range of 42 . The wavelength is chosen to be blue-detuned relative to the intrinsic 

exciton resonance, such that the exciton resonance is swept through  upon electrostatic gating. 

Inspecting Fig. 1g, we identify four regimes that are central to the operation of our system, distinguished 

by the relative positioning of  and : a large positive phase difference is achieved when the 

resonance on the left side is blue-shifted past , while  is kept red-shifted (Fig. 1f, blue box). 

Conversely, a large negative phase difference is realized when  (Fig. 1f, green box). 

Finally, the magnitude of the phase difference is much smaller when the two sides are either both doped 

(Fig. 1f, yellow box) or both intrinsic (Fig. 1f, red box). As can be seen in Fig. 1f, the doping induced 

blue-shift is accompanied by a decrease in amplitude, reducing the maximum phase of the combined 

reflection in the doped regimes. 



 
 

One-dimensional beam steering 

Having demonstrated independent phase tunability in the two sides of the device, we next 

measure the beam steering capabilities by focusing the laser beam ( 755.6 nm; numerical aperture, 

NA=0.75) onto the gate edge (see Supplementary Note III for alignment procedure) and imaging the 

reflected beam in the Fourier plane (see Supplementary Video S1). The Fourier plane polar coordinates  

and  are converted to angular deflection via , where f is the focal length of the 

objective, and decomposed into  and . The undeflected beam is 

approximately Gaussian with an angular width (standard deviation) of 17 . Figure 2a shows 

representative Fourier images in the four regimes identified in Figs. 1f and g, after subtracting the 

reflected intensity without exciton effects (I0), obtained by heavily doping the device (VBG=10 V, VTG=1.4 

V). Defining the center-of-mass deflection of the full (not background-subtracted) reflection as , 

we present scatter plots of  and  for the full range of gate voltages in Fig. 2b, including highlighted 

deflections in the four regimes (colored circles) and Fourier images without background subtraction 

(insets).  

We find that the reflection is deflected in the expected direction, perpendicular to the gate edge. 

The tunable deflection range is , in very good agreement with theoretical predictions based on the 

phase difference range observed in Fig. 1g. Specifically, for a diffraction limited beam spot, the deflection 

is predicted to be , which gives a range of 9.7  (Supplementary Note IV). 

Moreover, the gate dependence of the deflection (Fig. 2c) closely resembles that of the extracted phase 

difference (Fig. 1g), consistent with the deflection arising due to the sharp phase discontinuity imparted 

on the wavefront. We identify distinct steering behavior in the four regimes: when only one side of the 

device is kept red-shifted relative to  (blue and green boxes in Fig. 2a), the beam is deflected towards 

that side. Intuitively, the light from the two sides interferes constructively when the path length is shorter 

for the side with the greater phase. In the two other regimes, on the other hand, where the two sides are 



 
 

either both blue-shifted past  (yellow) or both red-shifted (red), we observe near-zero deflection, 

consistent with a much smaller phase difference. We note that very similar behavior, although with a 

smaller deflection range, was observed for  down to 752 nm. 

Figure 2d shows the gate dependence of the integrated reflection. The different regimes are 

separated by regions of strong reflection, since these indicate that one of the resonances crosses through 

. While the four different regimes are easily identified, we emphasize that the phase difference, and 

thus the beam deflection, is tuned continuously, as shown in Fig. 2b. The continuous tunability is 

highlighted in Fig. 2e, showing linecuts from Fig. 2c. Although the reflection amplitude is gate dependent 

(Figs. 2d,f), the reflection variations can be reduced substantially while still keeping a similar deflection 

range by avoiding the combined resonance (gray linecut), or even designing a near-iso-reflection path in 

voltage space (teal).  

Two-dimensional beam steering 

In order to achieve more advanced control of the wavefront profile, we utilize the device region 

where the edge of the bottom gate intersects a border between monolayer and bilayer MoSe2 (Fig. 3a). 

Since the exciton resonance in bilayers is red-shifted to 767 nm due to interlayer hybridization effects31 

(Fig. 3b), the bilayer acts as a non-resonant dielectric reflector, thus enabling control of the relative phase 

between the three regions. Figure 3c shows representative Fourier images of the reflected light in the four 

different regimes at   nm. When both the monolayer resonances are red-shifted relative to , 

the beam is deflected upwards (red), as opposed to the near-zero deflection observed in Fig. 2. Keeping 

only one of the resonances red-shifted causes the beam to deflect upwards at an angle towards the red-

shifted side (green and blue). This is further shown by plotting the full set of center-of-mass deflections, 

 and  (Fig. 3d); while these were clustered around a line perpendicular to the gate edge in Fig. 2b, we 

now observe that they span a broader, two-dimensional area. Consequently, the gate dependence of  

and  (Figs. 3e,f) – while still resembling that of the phase in Fig. 1g – is now more intricate. Instead of 

simply being (negatively) proportional to each other,  takes on both positive and negative values when 



 
 

 is intermediate, and  can be either large or near-zero when  is near zero. To demonstrate the two-

dimensional steering capability, we write a desired two-dimensional pattern with the center-of-mass of the 

reflected beam (Fig. 3g), by successively applying gate voltage combinations corresponding to the 

appropriate beam deflections.  

The two-dimensional deflection behavior is well understood by considering the third reflection 

source from the bilayer region. When both the monolayer resonances are kept red-detuned relative to , 

the phase is higher than in the bilayer region, thus imparting an upwards phase gradient on the reflected 

wavefront. Similarly, if only one of the monolayer regions is kept red-shifted, the phase gradient points 

towards that region. Hence, the three reflection sources enable two-dimensional beam control. 

Switching on the nanosecond scale 

We investigate the temporal response of our system by applying a small oscillating bottom gate 

voltage,  and a constant top gate voltage 

, where  is the period (corresponding to twice the switching time). Focusing the beam at 

the gate edge, as in Fig. 2, we first measure the beam deflection using a long period (  = 2 s) compatible 

with our camera (Fig. 4a). Figures 4b and c show the change in reflection from to 

 and , respectively. Next, we measure the optical response at much higher frequencies 

by collecting the reflected light in the Fourier plane with an avalanche photon detector (APD; Fig. 4d). In 

order to ensure that we probe beam steering, as opposed to simply changes in reflection amplitude, we 

separately collect photons from the left ( and right parts ( of the Fourier plane (inset in top 

panel of Fig. 4d). These signals are found to oscillate with a near-180  phase difference, unambiguously 

indicating high-frequency beam deflection. Notably, we observe clear oscillations all the way down to a 

period of  3.2 ns ( . Normalizing the oscillations in APD counts to those at 

, we find that the amplitude is approximately unaffected at ns, and reduced by 60% 

( 80%) at ns ns). Measurements of the high-frequency transmission of electrical connectors 



 
 

leading up to the device indicate that more than half of this reduction is in fact not due to the device itself, 

but rather external losses and reflections (Supplementary Note V and Supplementary Fig. S7). Reduction 

of pixel size and further improvement of contact quality can likely enable switching times down to a few 

tens of picoseconds32,33, ultimately limited by the MoSe2 mobility.  

Discussion 

While the above results were obtained at a device temperature of T = 6 K, almost identical data 

were obtained at liquid nitrogen temperatures (80 K; Supplementary Note VI and Supplementary Figure 

S8). Moreover, deflection was still clearly observed, although with a smaller amplitude, at a temperature 

easily attainable with a Peltier cooler (T = 230 K), and some deflection effects were even observed at 

room temperature. The deflection range could be further increased at all temperatures through 

improvements in material quality or further optimization of the hBN thicknesses and substrate 

permittivity. In fact, while background reflections often reduce the phase range, optimization of their 

phase and amplitude can increase the phase range to  (Supplementary Note II and Supplementary 

Figures S1-S3). Combined with the introduction of more pixels in next generation devices, this is 

expected to enable a larger ratio between the steering and beam divergence angles.  

These observations demonstrate that our system can be an attractive platform for applications 

involving high-speed active optics, with on-chip integrability and potential for flexible transparent optics 

as very appealing features. In addition to the two-dimensional beam steering demonstrated here, our 

system can be scaled up into more advanced pixel arrays with feature sizes well below 100 nm through 

standard etch techniques, to enable a broad variety of other atomically thin optical elements, including 

atomically flat holograms with many controllable outputs and flat lenses with tunable focal length. In 

particular, our approach of using gates in two planes makes it possible to generate a 2D grid of  

pixels (  independent input channels) by etching the top and bottom gates into thin perpendicular strips 

(see Supplementary Note VII and Supplementary Fig. S9 for further details). The use of nanoelectrode 

arrays is another promising upscaling route. While exfoliated flakes with areas typically exceeding 100 



 
 

 can fit a high number of pixels, recent progress in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth34 can 

enable scaling up to even larger devices. 

Importantly, our approach also offers unique features which could unlock quantum applications 

that are inherently impossible with conventional spatial light modulator (SLM) technologies. In particular, 

quantum analogues of metasurfaces that could generate and manipulate entangled states of light have 

recently been proposed35,36. The realization of such devices relies on creating metasurfaces from locally 

tunable materials that can exist in a superposition of states with different reflectivity and that facilitate 

quantum nonlinear effects, thus calling for the exploration of new material systems for flat optics. In 

contrast to materials commonly used in conventional SLMs, the K/K’ valley exciton species employed 

here has been widely shown to exhibit promising, gate-tunable quantum coherence properties and can be 

readily excited to a quantum superposition of states that interact only with left- and right-handed 

circularly polarized light. Moreover, the use of excitons confined in an atomically thin material renders it 

a promising approach for achieving quantum nonlinear effects mediated by exciton-exciton interactions. 

Recent works suggest that strong exciton-exciton interactions could be achieved in our system through 

reflective substrate engineering23 or by using Rydberg exciton states37, making active flat optics based on 

TMDs a very appealing platform for the investigation of quantum optical metasurfaces35. 

Methods 
Device fabrication 
In order to minimize contact resistance, crucial to high-frequency operation, we fabricated bottom 
contacts to the MoSe2

38. This was done by first assembling mechanically exfoliated flakes of graphene 
and hBN with the dry-transfer method, and placing them on a quartz substrate. After thermal annealing of 
the two-flake stack, platinum contacts were defined with e-beam lithography and deposited on top of the 
hBN flake through thermal evaporation (1 nm Cr + 19 nm Pt). The partially complete device was then 
thermally annealed again, before assembling mechanically exfoliated MoSe2, hBN and graphene flakes 
and placing them on top of the contacts. Finally, extended electrical contacts to the Pt contacts and the 
graphite gates were deposited through thermal evaporation (10 nm Cr + 90 nm Au).  

Experimental method 
All measurements were conducted in a Montana Instruments cryostat, using a custom-built 4f confocal 
setup with a Zeiss (100x, NA=0.75, WD=4 mm) objective. Reflection spectra were measured using a 
halogen source and a spectrometer, and all spectra were normalized to that collected from a gold contact. 
Electrostatic gating was performed with Keithley 2400 multimeters for DC measurements and with an 



 
 

arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG710) for AC measurements. We used a Ti:Sapphire laser 
(M Squared) with a power of 5  at the sample for Fourier imaging, and imaged the reflected beam 
with a CMOS camera in the Fourier plane. At high frequencies, an avalanche photodetector (APD) was 
used to collect photons from two different parts of the Fourier plane. The time dependence was measured 
using a Time Correlated Single-Photon Counting system (PicoHarp 300).  

Data availability 

All data needed to evaluate the findings in the paper are present in the paper and the supplementary 
materials.  
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Fig. 1: Continuously tunable phase patterning in a van der Waals heterostructure. a, Schematic of 
our approach: patterned electrostatic doping of atomically thin transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) 
allows for spatial control of the exciton resonance (inset). Thus, a continuously tunable phase profile is 
imparted on the reflected wavefront, enabling wide-ranging possibilities for beam control. b, Schematic 
of SG-FET structure. Since the bottom gate only covers part of the device, the phase can be tuned 
independently in the two sides. The phase discontinuity in the reflected wavefront causes the two halves 
to constructively interfere at an angle in the far field. Inset: zoomed-in optical microscope image of the 
device, with gate edge indicated by white dashed line. c, Representative reflection spectrum (orange) 
from left side of gate edge in intrinsic regime (VBG =0 V and VTG =0.5 V), with asymmetric resonance fit 
(black), which allows for extracting the phase (red). d,e, Gate dependence of  and , respectively 



 
 

(locations indicated by circles in inset of b). The exciton resonance blue-shifts upon electrostatic doping. 
While  depends on 8VTG+VBG,  is largely independent of VBG. The intrinsic regime appears at an 

offset of VTG = 0.5 V, likely due to charge collection at the top gate. The small voltage range of the 
intrinsic regime suggests some doping via in-gap states. f, Reflection spectra from left (orange) and right 
(blue) side of gate edge at different gate voltage combinations shown as correspondingly colored crosses 
in g. Dashed gray line indicates =755.6 nm. g, Gate dependence of phase difference  between the 
right and left side at =755.6 nm, computed from fits as in c. A tunable -range of  is achieved. 
Large positive  is achieved when  (blue cross), while large negative  is achieved 

when  (green).  is closer to zero when either both sides are doped (

yellow) or both are intrinsic  red). 

  



 
 

 

Fig. 2: Continuously tunable beam steering. a, Fourier images of reflected beam ( =755.6 nm) in the 
four regimes after subtracting the reflection in the highly doped regime (VBG =10 V and VTG =1.4 V). 
When the exciton resonance is blue-shifted past  in only one side of the device (blue, green), the beam 
is deflected away from that side. If neither or both are blue-shifted past , the phase difference is small 
and little deflection is observed (red, yellow). b, Scatter plot of the beam deflection ( ) for the full 
range of gate voltages, showing that the deflection is perpendicular to the gate edge (dashed line) and 
continuously tunable. Inset: Fourier images without background subtraction. c, The gate dependence of 
the deflection perpendicular to the gate edge ( ) is in very good agreement with that of the phase 
difference shown in Fig. 1g. d, Gate-dependence of reflection amplitude. Regions with high reflection 
indicate that one of the resonances crosses through . e,f, Linecuts indicated by dashed black, teal and 
gray lines in c and d, respectively, highlighting the continuous steering capability and that the reflection 
can be kept relatively constant while deflecting the beam. Connecting lines in e and f are guides to the 
eye. 



 
 

  

Fig. 3: Two-dimensional beam steering. a, Zoomed-in optical image of device, indicating regions of 
monolayer and bilayer MoSe2, as well as gate coverage. By tuning the relative phase and amplitude of the 
reflection from the three regions, more intricate wavefront phase profiles can be achieved.  b, Reflection 
spectra from the dual-gated monolayer (black), single-gated monolayer (gray) and the bilayer (purple) in 
the intrinsic regime (VBG = 0 V and VTG = 0.5 V). Since the resonance is red-shifted in the bilayer, it acts 
as a dielectric (non-resonant) reflector at the wavelengths used here. c, Fourier images of reflected beam 



 
 

( =754.1 nm) in the four regimes after subtracting reflection in the highly doped regime (VBG =10 V and 
VTG =1.4 V). The beam is now steered in two dimensions. Red: when both monolayer resonances are red-
shifted relative to , their phase is higher than in the bilayer region, causing the beam to deflect upwards. 
Blue and green: when one of the monolayer resonances is kept red-shifted relative to , the beam is 
deflected towards that monolayer region. d, Scatter plot of the center-of-mass deflection , with the 
points from c highlighted. The set of beam deflections now span a two-dimensional area. e,f, Gate 
dependence of (e) and (f). While the gate dependence resembles that of the phase in Fig. 1g, and 

 are now less coupled. g, Center-of-mass deflection tracing out “PHYSICS” (rotated 148  counter-
clockwise) by applying a sequence of gate voltage combinations. 

  



 
 

 

 

Fig. 4: High-frequency beam steering. a, Oscillations of center-of-mass deflection  nm) 
induced by oscillating back gate voltage (offset,  V; amplitude,  0.45 V; period,  =2 s) and 

. b,c, Fourier plane images collected at  (b) and  (c), as 
indicated by circles in a, after subtracting reflection at . An inverted telescope was used to 
shrink the beam to simplify the subsequent APD measurements. d, Photon count oscillations measured 
with APD at  =10 s, 100 ns, 5.6 ns and 3.2 ns (top to bottom). Darker (lighter) shade curves show 
photon counts from left (right) side of Fourier plane, as indicated by the inset in the top panel. All curves 
are normalized to the corresponding contrast at  =10 s.  
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Supplementary Note I. Phase extraction through spectrum fitting 
The interference between the reflection from the excitons and from other interfaces within our 
system causes an asymmetric line shape. The resultant reflection arises from the infinite sum of 
optical paths created by different combinations of reflection and transmission at the various 
interfaces. By assuming that the background reflection in the absence of excitonic response is 
constant (  in the small spectral range considered in our fits, the reflection can be written 
on the form1:  
 

 

 
where  is the free-space radiative rate of the excitons,  is the total linewidth, and  is the 
exciton resonance frequency.  is the Green’s function that propagates fields from the TMD to the 
far-field, and incorporates the effects of the background reflectors. We therefore stress that the first 
term is not equivalent to the reflection of a freestanding TMD. Because G is generally complex, 
we replace the numerator of the first term with a complex number , where  and  are real.  
 
Introducing we find expressions for the amplitude and phase of the reflection: 
  

 

 

 
By fitting the obtained reflection spectra, we extract the parameters , , ,  and , and can 
thus compute the phase. Since we are only concerned with relative phases in our work, we set 

. 
 
 
Supplementary Note II.  Effects of background reflections 
Interestingly, while the background reflections typically reduce the phase range to a value below 

 (range of the pure exciton resonance), they can actually also increase the phase range to  if 
their phase and amplitude are chosen correctly. Hence, the phase range is not inherently limited in 
our approach. To understand how this is possible, we write the total reflection as: 
 

, 

 
where  is the total exciton linewidth,  is the exciton resonance frequency and  is 
the background reflection that would be observed in the absence of excitons. We note that  is 
also complex. Crucially, while the phase of the first term only varies by  across the resonance, 



 
 

 
 

the phase of the full sum can vary by . This can be intuitively understood by considering the 
development of  in the complex plane as shown in Fig. S1c: as  is moved past the resonance, 
the reflection traces out a circle with radius  centered at . (In reality, the slight 
frequency dependence of the background reflection causes a small deformation of this circular 
path). Hence, in order to achieve the desired  phase range, this circle needs to encompass the 
origin, which is the case so long as .  

 
To support this theoretical picture, we show reflection spectra from additional, ungated devices 
demonstrating the full  phase range across the exciton resonance (Fig. S1), through more 
optimized background reflections and stronger TMD reflection in those devices. As can be seen 
from Fig. S1c, the reflection traces encompass the origin in the complex plane, indicating the full 

 phase range (also evident in Fig. S1b). However, further optimization is required to make the 
circle more centered at the origin to prevent large variations in reflection amplitude, as can be seen 
in Fig. S1a.  
 
In order to understand how the effects of background reflections depend on hBN thickness and 
substrate, we conducted a detailed quantitative analysis of the reflections within our device 
structure, using the transfer matrix method. This theoretical model is described in further detail in 
Ref. 1, and reproduces our experimental observations very well, as can be seen in Fig. S1a. We 
note that our model accounts for not only the effect of hBN thickness on , but also on , which 
depends on the Green’s function that propagates fields through the heterostructure. Fig. S2e-h 
shows the calculated phase range for a wide range of hBN thicknesses and several substrate types 
(Fig. S2a-d). Crucially, our analysis demonstrates that a phase range of can be achieved in a 
substantial part of the parameter space. We also show the maximum reflection amplitude in Fig. 
S2i-l, and the relative amplitude variations in Fig. S2m-p. Achieving optimal operation also 
requires simultaneously maximizing the reflection amplitude and minimizing its variation across 
the resonance. Fig. S2 shows that the use of a gold reflector under the device (Fig. S2c,d) can be a 
promising way to achieve desirable values for all the three criteria simultaneously.  
 
Interestingly, as shown in the rightmost inset of Fig. S1c, the background reflections can in 

principle be optimized such that , causing the reflection trace to form a circle that is centered 

at the origin in the complex plane. Notably, in this case, the reflection amplitude stays constant 
across the whole exciton resonance. Thus, the exciton-based approach shown in our work could in 
principle allow for making pixels with both the full phase range of  and constant reflection. For 
instance, Fig. S3 shows the numerically calculated reflection of a device placed on a gold covered 
substrate with top and bottom hBN-thicknesses of 28 and 40 nm, respectively. (Note that a thin 
hBN layer on top of the gold as shown in Fig. S2c would prevent shorting bottom graphene gates.) 
To here evaluate the optimal case, we have used the exciton properties of device C, which has a 
stronger reflection than devices A and B. (Note that this is not necessary to achieve constant 
reflection amplitude but increases the constant reflection amplitude). Notably, we find a full phase 
range of , reflection in excess of 84%, and near constant (<1% variation) reflection amplitude. 
We note that the optimal hBN thicknesses and choice of substrate depend on the exact radiative 
and non-radiative rates of the excitons, which vary from device to device. We therefore emphasize 
that while our quantitative analysis provides a deeper understanding of the effects of background 
reflections and demonstrates that our system is not inherently limited with regards to phase range 



 
 

 
 

and reflection amplitude, further studies are required to experimentally achieve complete 
optimization. A promising avenue for this task is utilizing “feedback fabrication” schemes where 
additional hBN layers are added after characterizing the TMD. Another appealing path involves 
the use of a substrate with globally tunable refraction index. It should be stressed that the refractive 
index of such a substrate would only need to be fine-tuned once and only on a global level, and 
would therefore not require the fast, local tunability demonstrated with a TMD in our work. 
 
 
Supplementary Note III. Gate edge localization 
In order to position the laser beam at the gate edge, we first locate the edge by sweeping the 
galvanometric mirrors while measuring the reflection using a broadband halogen lamp. To further 
optimize the alignment of the laser spot with the gate edge, we measure beam steering in a few 
locations near the gate edge (example shown in Fig. S4). The relative contributions from the two 
sides vary as the spot is moved across the edge, and we balance the contributions by finding the 
location with the largest and most symmetric deflection range. Far away from the gate edge, only 
small deflections (in arbitrary directions) are observed (Fig. S5a,b), likely due to local 
inhomogeneity, causing small phase gradients that change slightly with doping. The non-zero 
width of the deflection path at the gate edge is likely caused by such inhomogeneity. Independent 
control of different parts of the wavefront, essential to amplitude stabilization (Fig. 2f in main 
text), two-dimensional steering and further upscaling possibilities, is of course only possible at the 
split-gate edge.  
 
 
Supplementary Note IV. Theoretical modeling of beam deflection 
We here present a theoretical model of the beam deflection, the predictions of which are in very 
good agreement with the experimental observations presented in the main text. Defining the gate 
edge to lie along , we model the reflection profile of our system as: 
 

 

 
where  is the (gate-dependent) combined spectrum of the exciton and background 
reflections on the left (right) side of the gate edge. The combined spectrum has a smaller available 
phase range than that of the exciton resonance itself (0-180 ) due to the interference with the 
background reflections. While the background reflections come from multiple interfaces both 
above and below the TMD, the combined system can be modeled as an equivalent reflector in the 
plane of the TMD ( by including the additional phases due to the z-displacements in .  
The incoming field is given by the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution 

, where  is the radial coordinate in the plane of the TMD and  is the standard deviation of 
the incoming intensity distribution, . For a diffraction limited spot, one finds 

, where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective2. The reflected intensity 
at a position  is then given by:  
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Computing the integral for the far-field ( ) at a polar angle , and azimuthal angle  ( =0 
is perpendicular to the gate edge), one finds: 
 

  
 
where , and is the imaginary error function. Thus, we find that the 
reflections from the two sides interfere constructively for  that satisfy: 
   

 

 
where  is the phase difference between the reflections from the two sides. In the small phase 
difference limit, this simplifies to , equivalent to two localized sources 
at . Due to the factor , the intensity maximum appears at a somewhat 
different angle. In cases where the amplitudes of the two reflections can be approximated to be the 
same, the integral simplifies to (in the small  limit): 
 

 
 
Since the maximum intensity appears at small  in the small  limit, and  for 
small , we find: 
 

 

 
 
Finally, the center-of-mass deflection perpendicular to the gate edge is found by using the Taylor 
expansion of , since the integral requires evaluating  up to  where  
is the collection angle: 
 

 

 
In solving the integrals, we have made the approximation , which is an acceptable 
approximation when , since the exponential factor then suppresses terms at large . For a 
diffraction-limited spot, one finds or . 
 
We compare eqn. (10) with the exact (numerically solved) deflection in Fig. S6 for NA=0.75 (

, and find that they are very similar. Moreover, the theoretically predicted deflection range of 
10  ( ) for a phase difference range of 42  is in excellent agreement with our experimental 

observations. 



 
 

 
 

 
Supplementary Note V. High-frequency transmission characterization 
The high-frequency measurements presented in Fig. 4d in the main text show clear beam steering 
down to switching times of 1.6 ns ( MHz). However, the amplitude is found to 
decrease at the highest frequencies, which could be due to either the RC-time of the device itself 
or the external cabling leading up to the device. In order to determine the impact of the latter, we 
use a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) to characterize the high-frequency performance of parts of 
the external cabling that was used in the measurement (Fig. S7). While we cannot recreate the full 
circuit in the absence of the device without introducing additional components, this measurement 
places an upper bound on the transmission of the full cabling. We find a substantial reduction in 
the transmission at the higher frequencies used in our work, with S12 parameters of 50% and 34% 
at MHz and MHz, respectively. This gives a lower bound on the 
decay factor due to the device itself of 75% and 61% at the two frequencies, respectively. 
 

 
Supplementary Note VI. Temperature dependence 
Fig. S8a shows reflection spectra obtained in the right side of the device in the intrinsic regime at 
five different temperatures ranging from 6 K to 300 K. Consistent with previous studies1, we find 
that the exciton resonance broadens, decreases in amplitude, and red-shifts with increasing 
temperature. While the phase of the exciton resonance still changes from 0  to 180  across the 
resonance, the decrease in amplitude causes a reduction in the available phase range of the 
combined background and exciton signal (Fig. S8b). However, we find that the reflection 
amplitude and phase range remain almost the same at liquid nitrogen temperatures (80 K) as at 6 
K, and the exciton resonance is still clearly visible at higher temperatures.  
 
Since the resonance wavelength changes with temperature, we conduct gate-dependent beam 
steering measurements for a range of laser wavelengths at each temperature to ensure proper 
comparison across temperatures (Fig. S8c), and present scatter plots from the optimal wavelengths 
in Fig. S8d. The deflection ranges shown in Fig. S8c are based on the set of gate voltage 
combinations used in the main text. Consistent with the reduction in phase range, the beam 
deflection range decreases with temperature (Fig. S8c,d). Nevertheless, the deflection range 
remains almost 8  at 80 K and 2  at 150 K. Some deflection of the full reflection can also be 
observed at 230 K (-43 ) and even at room temperature (Fig. S8d). As discussed in 
Supplementary Note II, the operation at these higher temperatures could be improved by 
optimizing the background reflections, thus allowing for a larger phase range of the combined 
reflection. 
 
Supplementary Note VII.  Upscaling to more pixels 
We here discuss two realistic avenues for upscaling: first, through standard etching techniques, the 
gates can be divided into very many pixels with sub-100 nm dimensions and be employed in the 
same way as demonstrated in our current work. One appealing design enabled by our use of gates 
in two different planes is to etch the top and bottom gates into long, perpendicular strips (Fig. S9). 
This way, the gate strips form a two-dimensional grid of pixels, where the phase of pixel (i,j) is set 
by the voltages applied to top gate strip i and bottom gate strip j, through the same double capacitor 
mechanism as in our current work. While such a design enables independent control of  degrees 
of freedom for an -grid, applications that would require more independent channels could 



 
 

 
 

be achieved through further reductions in the pitch of nanoelectrode arrays. By placing our device 
structure on top of such arrays, full independent control of all pixels could be achieved. Since the 
mechanism behind such control would still be electrostatic doping, the switching rates are expected 
to be similar to the ones demonstrated in our current work. Through scaling up the device to more 
pixels, more complex beam shaping can be achieved, and a larger incident beam spot (smaller 
beam divergence angle) can be used. 
 
 
Supplementary Note VIII.  Polarization dependence 
In order to test how the performance of our beam steering device depends on the polarization of 
the incoming light, we measure the amplitude and deflection of the reflection using four different 
(linear) polarization angles (Fig. S10). To remove any effects of polarization-dependent optical 
components in the beam path (e.g. beam splitters), we normalize the amplitude of the reflection to 
that without excitonic effects, obtained by heavily doping the device. Since the latter is not affected 
by gradients in exciton properties, we assume it to be an isotropic reference. Fig. S10a-d shows 
the gate dependence of the integrated reflection, indicating no systematic variations with 
polarization angle. Plotting the gate dependence of the deflection angle (Fig. S10e-h) and a scatter 
plot of all deflections (Fig. S10i-l), we also observe no systematic polarization dependence of the 
deflection range or the deflection direction. The small (non-systematic) variations observed in Fig. 
S10 are expected to be due to small changes in spot location as the polarization very weakly affects 
the beam path. The robustness to polarization variations stands in contrast to many other types of 
beam steering devices and is a very useful feature for many applications.  
  



 
 

 
 

 

 
Fig. S1: Demonstration that  phase range is possible in the exciton-based approach. a, 
Reflection spectra (colored curves) with fits based on the transfer matrix method (black) for 
devices A, B and C (top to bottom). Top/bottom hBN thicknesses and substrates for the three 
devices are, A: 8 nm/60 nm, quartz; B: 70 nm/100 nm, Si/SiO2; C: 55 nm/86 nm, Si/SiO2. b, Phase 
extracted from fits in a, demonstrating phase range of  across exciton resonance in devices B 
and C. c, Complex plane representation of reflection parametrized by wavelength, demonstrating 
that the reflection traces a circle around the origin in devices B and C. Insets: Illustrations of 
complex  in cases with zero, sub-optimal and optimal background reflection, giving phase ranges 
of   and , respectively. Red dot indicates . Without loss of generality, the parameter C 
is set to be real. 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S2: Effect of hBN thickness and substrate on phase range, reflection and amplitude 
stability. a-d, Schematics of different substrate options. A thin (1 nm) hBN layer is included in c 
and d since the gold would otherwise short the bottom graphene gates. e-h, Phase range as a 
function of hBN thicknesses for the four substrate options, demonstrating that a phase range of  
is achievable in a substantial part of the parameter space. i-l, Maximum reflection amplitude. m-
p, Relative amplitude variation. Simultaneous optimization of all three characteristics could be 
achieved using substrates that include a gold layer (c,d). 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. S3: Performance with optimized device design. a, Numerically calculated reflection 
spectrum of device on gold-covered substrate with top and bottom hBN thicknesses of 28 and 40 
nm, respectively. A large (  reflection amplitude is achieved while keeping the variation 
smaller than 1% in this optimized design. Inset: Zoomed in version of the main plot. b, Phase of 
reflection, showing  range across the resonance. c, Complex plane representation of reflection 
parametrized by the wavelength, demonstrating that the circle is very close to being centered at 
the origin. 
 
  



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S4: Example of gate edge localization. a-d, Scatter plot of center-of-mass deflection ( , 

) for the same set of gate voltages as in the main text in four different positions along a line 
crossing the gate edge ( =758.4 nm, T=80 K). (x=0 is arbitrarily defined). e,f, Position 
dependence of the extrema (e) and range (f) of the beam deflection perpendicular to the gate 
edge. The contributions from the two sides vary across the gate edge, and are balanced by 
making the deflection range as large and symmetric as possible (around x=0.4 m).   

 



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S5: Deflection behavior away from gate edge. a,b, Scatter plot of center-of-mass deflection 
( =754.5 nm) in two spots that are 2 m to the left and right of the gate edge, respectively. All 
doping regimes are covered by sweeping the full range of the (global) top gate (

). The deflection is found to be very small far away from the gate edge, with only small 
deviations in arbitrary directions (example shown in b), likely caused by inhomogeneity. 
Inhomogeneity is likely the cause of the non-zero width of the deflection path at the gate edge. c, 
Scatter plot of center-of-mass deflection ( =754.5 nm) with the beam spot centered at the gate 
edge, for the same set of gate voltages as in the main text. Measurements in a-c are performed with 

x enlarged spot-size, as in Fig. S11b. 
 
 

 
Fig. S6: Theoretically predicted beam deflection. Analytically (blue) and numerically (red) 
predicted beam deflection as a function of phase difference between the two sides of the gate edge. 
The predicted beam deflection range of approximately   for a phase range of  is in 
excellent agreement with the experimental results presented in the main text. 
  



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S7: High-frequency transmission. Red curve: VNA measurement of transmission (S12 
parameter) through parts of the cabling (excluding the device) used to measure the high-frequency 
data in Fig. 4d. Black circles: Normalized oscillation amplitude from Fig. 4d in the main text, 
averaged for  and .  
 
  



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S8: Temperature dependence. a, Reflection spectra at temperatures 6 K (maroon), 80 K 
(orange), 150 K (yellow), 230 K (teal) and 300 K (blue), showing line broadening, amplitude 
reduction and red-shift of the exciton resonance with increasing temperature. Black: fits. b, Phase 
calculated from fits in a. The decrease in exciton reflection amplitude at higher temperatures 
reduces the available phase range of the combined exciton and background reflection. c, Beam 
deflection range perpendicular to the gate edge at the same temperatures as in a and b for a range 
of wavelengths near the exciton resonance. The deflection range is obtained for the same gate 
voltage ranges as used in the main text. The reduced phase range at higher temperatures causes a 
decrease in deflection range. However, the deflection range is almost unchanged from 6 K to liquid 
nitrogen temperature (80 K), and is still approximately 2  at 150 K. d, Scatter plot of beam 
deflection for the optimal wavelength at each temperature, displaced in the vertical direction for 
enhanced visibility. Plots at 150 K, 230 K and 300 K are scaled by 3, 5 and 8, respectively. Beam 
deflection is still observable at 230 K, and some deflection is even observed at room temperature 
(300 K). 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. S9: Upscaling potential. a,b, Side and top-view schematics of one route for scaling up to 
devices with many pixels. Through standard etching techniques, the gates can be patterned into 
sub-100 nm wide strips, forming a 2D grid. By the same double capacitor mechanism as 
demonstrated in our work, the combination of voltages applied to top gate strip i and bottom gate 
strip j controls the phase of pixel (i,j). 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S10: Polarization dependence of beam steering performance. a-d, Gate dependence of 
total integrated reflection ( =755 nm), normalized to that obtained in the highly doped regime 
(VTG=1.4 V, VBG=10 V), for polarization angles 0  (a), 45  (b), 90  (c) and 135  (d). e-h, Gate 
dependence of beam deflection perpendicular to gate edge, and (i-l) scatter plot of deflections for 
all gate combinations, for the same linear polarization angles as in a-d. No systematic polarization 
dependence of the reflection amplitude, deflection range or deflection direction is observed. 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S11: Spot size dependence. a,b, Scatter plot of center-of-mass deflection ( =754.5 nm) for 
the near-diffraction limited spot size used in the main text (a), and a  times larger spot size 
(b). The deflection range is found to be approximately a factor of 2 smaller for the larger beam 
spot (b), in good agreement with the predictions in Supplementary Note IV. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. S12: Beam steering at other wavelengths. a-d, Scatter plot of center-of-mass deflection ( , 

) for the same set of gate voltages as in the main text at =753.6 nm (a), =754.1 nm (b), 
=754.7 nm (c) and =755.1 nm (d). The deflection range is smaller at longer wavelengths, 

because the required large blue-shift is accompanied by a reduction in exciton reflection amplitude.  
  



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. S13: Beam steering at =752 nm. a,b, Gate voltage dependence of deflection perpendicular 
to gate edge (a) and integrated reflection (b). At this short wavelength, larger voltages are required 
to blue-shift the exciton resonance through , compared to wavelengths closer to the intrinsic 
exciton resonance.  
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